The MSCI World Risk Weighted Top 200 Index Hedged to CAD is based on a traditional market capitalization weighted parent index, the MSCI World Index, which includes large- and mid- capitalization stocks. Constructed using a simple, but effective and transparent process, each security of the parent index is reweighted so that stocks with lower risk are given higher index weights. The Index then includes the top 200 constituents ranked according to free float adjusted market capitalization. The Index seeks to emphasize stocks with lower historical return variance and tends to have a bias towards lower size and lower risk stocks. Historically, the Index has exhibited lower realized volatility in comparison to its parent index, while maintaining reasonable liquidity and capacity. The index is 100% hedged to the Canadian dollar by notionally “selling” each foreign currency forward at the one-month Forward exchange rate at the end of each month.
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* DM countries include: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK.
INDEX METHODOLOGY

A risk weight for each parent index constituent is computed as the ratio of the inverse of the security variance to the sum of the inverse of the security variances of all constituents in the parent index. Next, a risk weight “inclusion factor” is calculated for each security using the ratio of its risk weight to its free float market cap weight. A final risk weight for each constituent is then determined by adjusting its market cap weight in the parent index by its risk weight inclusion factor and then re-normalizing the weights accordingly. The constituents of the final MSCI Risk Weighted Top 200 Index are established by ranking the final security level risk weights in the MSCI Risk Weighted Index and then taking the top 200 subset securities.

To hedge the currency risk in a MSCI Risk Weighted Top 200 Index, each foreign currency in the index is hedged back to a home currency (e.g., CAD) by notionally “selling” each currency forward at the one-month forward rate at the end of each month. To construct investable and replicable indexes, MSCI calculates the performance of Hedged Indexes using foreign currency weights and corresponding foreign currency notional amounts as of two business days before the first calendar day of the following month.
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